Number Monster in Fibonacci Caves-part2
a g rao

All children reached the Time Machine. After assembling near the speaker asked,
" Time mahine Bhaiyya(brother), what is to be done now?
The voice said, “ sorry children, there is a time warp due to a nuclear war going
on in some other 'space' and 'time'! There is a problem to start”
'Can’t we repair the machine, sir? ' Rahul asked.
The voice said, “ No! actually no time machine is possible in 'your time'! I am an
intelligent being from Future! I took a fancy to entertain BCRC Scientists ! If you
like you can stay in this time, live with village kids!"
‘No! please, we want to go back, our parents will be worried! ', children pleaded.
“all Right! I will do my best!
To start me,
You have to generate Cosmic Energy!
For that you have to make 'Fibonacci Mandala' first !
I will deport your teachers soon! Close your eyes and do a Fibonacci chant!" said
the voice.
All children closed their eyes. They were little worried and did not dare to open
the eyes! As they finished Fibonacci chant, Prof. Rao, Girish, Sarang, Sachin,
Akshad, Priya Madam,.... all appeared. They had brought huge rolls of sheets
with them.
Prof. Rao said, “ Form teams of four! Draw a mega Golden spiral, Girish, Sachin
and others will help you to draw it using beam-compass made out of bamboo!
Children saw for the first time what a 'beam compass' is. It was a flat strip of
bamboo well finished with a pivot at one end and a hole at the other end to insert
a pencil like in a compass. One can draw a large radius with it.
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Children drew huge golden spiral! After that they had to fill them up in a group
with small golden spirals using templates or rubber stamps! They made beautiful
compositions. Once they finished, they put the 4 sheets together in four
directions! They all stood around, and Prof. Rao started giving instructions:
“Take deep breath!
Leave the breath slowly!
Stand on one leg!
Bring down the leg!
Again breath!
Lift one leg and bend!
He demonstrated!
All children followed. Each of them stood on one leg!
Then lifted one leg and bent! Some children could not do!
‘Alright, stand straight, do the Fibonacci chant”.
All did the chant closing their eyes ! a strange sound was there! A misty cloud
came around! Before they realized, they were back in Mumbai, in the hall!
Priya Madam was instructing what to do next!

***
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